
education a step forward. Let us not
be afraid of moving ahead slowly,
but beware of standing still. My best
wishes to VOX that encourages the
staff and the students to become
part of this process of building of a
door for opportunity to knock and
building windmills as the wind of
change blows. May God bless us all!

                                       Fr. Arul Rayan SJ
                                           Principal
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      It is said that opportunity knocks at the
door only once, let me tell you that if it does
not knock at your door then build one first.
VOX is attempting to build doors for all who
wish to welcome opportunities and respond
with the best of their abilities. Would it not be
insane if we do the same thing and in the
same way but expect different results? The
changing times has made new demands on
the teaching learning process. 
     When the wind of change blows, some
people build walls and others build windmills.
In responding to the new demands, what
takes the centre stage is the future of our
students without compromising on the values
of life that we hold dear. Education can’t be
limited to sharing of information alone which
is plenty in the digital platforms readily
available at the finger tips.
Expressing oneself in the form of writing,
poem, photography and other forms takes 
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A special day which belongs to a
teacher celebrated to honor and
acknowledges the great work
accomplished by teacher in the life of
a student. A day to recollect the
contributions of a teacher in the
society. But I wonder who a teacher
is? The one who is trained and having
a degree to be associated with an
institution! The one who is in the
profession of ‘Teaching’! No, I believe
that each and every person reading
this article is a teacher. In fact a
teacher himself or herself is a learner.
Since we all are teaching and learning
from each other I wish ‘A very Happy
Teachers Day to all of us.’ 
A young kid learns the first word ‘ma’
‘pa’ from his parents. How to walk,
cycle, and hold a slate pencil
everything is introduced rather taught
by the parents. They are the first
teachers in a kid’s life, who show the
correct path to a child by scolding,
explaining, loving and encouraging
manners. But with the passage of time
the parents have become only ‘the
parents’ and have forgotten the role
of a teacher. Let us remind ourselves
that our duty is not just to give the
most comfortable lives to our kids but
we need to act like a lighthouse that 

     
the most wandered person can also
trust and find the correct way.
We teachers are the most blessed
people who are entrusted with the
greatest responsibility of moulding a
child’s future, which ultimately shapes
the society and the country as a
whole. The parents who otherwise are
so protective towards their kids,
leaves their part of heart, in our safe
hands with the firm faith that through
the formal education which we
teachers impart will brighten their
future. Let us ask ourselves, Are we
able to accomplish our responsibilities
well? Are we able to impart the moral
values along with the reasoning and
analysing skills?
evils prevailing around us. If ‘No’ let
us evaluate and bring the change in
ourselves in order to change the
society. 
My dear kids, I think you are the best
teachers of all of us. Recently when
we had to change our teaching mode
from class room to computers, most of
you became our mentors. Your
innocent questions & behaviour
inspires us to evaluate ourselves.
Thanks a ton for that.
My only message is always do well and
choose what is right. Choose the
virtues over all the worldly pleasure
and attractions and ultimately you will
receive everything. We as parents and
teachers are willing to guide you but
are you ready to walk on the path of
truth and honesty? 

Ms. Licy Joy 
Primary Teacher
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Myself Sharon Xavier, an alumna of St.
Xavier’s High School Gandhinagar
(Batch 2014), would like to talk about
my passion for space science,
developments in Indian space
industry and summarise how students
could pursue this field. I am currently
writing my Master’s thesis at
Fraunhofer Research Institute as part
of my post graduation program in
Space Engineering in Germany.
    The  title of the article means
“Through hardships to the stars“ and
this summarizes the field of space
science and engineering. It took more
than thirty years to launch the first
satellite into space after it was first
described in science fictions and
today, nearly fifty years after humans
first set foot on the moon, we are
ready to make the giant leap. 
    As the next men and the first
woman prepare to go to the moon
again and eventually to Mars by 2030,
the field of space science and
engineering has never been more
fascinating. There is no end to one’s
imagination and the experiments that
could be carried out in space.

     Thousands of functional satellites
around the Earth provide us with GPS
and weather monitoring systems,
make detailed observations of the
Earth to detect changes in sea level,
polar icecaps, ground water, forest
distributions and in near future
satellites will provide us with cost-
effective internet. 
    Many of these satellites help us
fight the greatest challenges of our
lifetime while also helping us with
everyday services that we often don't
realise. Since the year 2000, there has
been a constant presence of at least
one human in space, in the
International Space Station (ISS).
     ISS is the largest space lab ever
built, which orbits the Earth every
ninety minutes and could be spotted
from the Earth with bare eyes. One of
the fascinating experiments on ISS is
growing vegetables, which would be
a great resource during inter-
planetary space travel and for human
settlement on Moon and Mars. 
   There are many more exciting
missions to other planets and beyond
our solar system, that bring valuable
insights about our universe and about
ourselves. There are many ways to
study to become a space or an
aerospace engineer. 
     The straight forward way is to take
up aerospace engineering as an
undergraduate degree and then
specialize in a space engineering
degree during post graduation. But
there are many uncommon paths to
becoming a space engineer. For
example, some one from electrical or
mechanical engineering background
couldalso take up space engineering.
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Space science is a vast field and has a
lot of requirement from many
different areas of engineering,
medicine, human psychology, law,
data science, business and
management, sustainability and so on. 
Every one studying space science
does not necessarily has to become an
astronaut, as there are a lot of areas
beyond that which require research
and development. There are so many
start-ups in India as well, that focus
on making rockets, satellites and
other parts, which would surely create
a huge opportunity to put your talents
into good use. So, if the field of space
science excites you, focus on making
your basic concepts in math and
physics clear during your school years,
ignite your imagination and try to
keep up-to-date with the news on
space, both in India and
internationally. Never forget that
everything is possible !

Sharon Xavier 
Space Engineering (Msc.)
University of Bremen, 
Germany

I attended St. Xavier's school from
1984-1996. Currently, I am practicing
physician and administrator in
California. I finished my MBBS from BJ
medical College, postgraduate
training at Wayne state University,
Michigan and MBA at UCLA, California.
Saint Xavier's has played a major role
in my educational achievements and I
shall remain eternally grateful to the
teachers, principals and staff at this
prestigious institution. 
At Xavier’s we had extremely
conducive environment for
educational excellence. The teachers
and administrators carefully  nurtured
a tradition of success through hard
work and discipline. The cohort was
also excellent with brilliant students,
committed parents and ideal
ecosystem for achieving the highest
educational goals.
We looked up to our seniors who had
achieved outstanding results in their
careers. We may have left Xavier’s but
Xavier’s has not left us. I will always
remain proud to have received
education at this amazing institution.
My two cents on career choices:
Whatever you do, do it well. There is
no substitute to hard work. Always
dream big. Be ready to face failures
with humility since success does not
teach you anything, only failures do.
No matter how hard the road is, never
give up. And finally in words of Wayne
Gretzky: You miss 100% of the shots
(chances) you don't take.

Thank you.                         
                                                             

 Dr. Dhagash Joshi         
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Don't Give up



 

�ુ �  ગો �વ� દ  દો નો  ખ ડે , કા  કે  લા �ુ  પા ય ,બલી હા ર�  �ુ �  આપ  ક�  ગો �વ� દ  દ� યો  બતા ય

આપણા ભારતદેશના �ૂત�ૂવ� રા�પ�ત �ી ડો સવ�પ�લી
રાધાકૃ�ણ ના જ�મ�દવસ 5 મી સ�ટે�બર ને આપણે �શ�ક
�દન તર�કે ઉજવીએ છ�એ. �શ�ક �ંુ �થાન તો આપણા
�વન�ંુ સૌથી ��ુ અને પ�વ� �થાન છે. સવ�પ�લી
રાધાકૃ�ણ આવા જ એક મહાન �શ�ક હતા તેઓને પોતાના
�શ�ક હોવાનો એટલો તે ગવ� હતો કે રા�પ�ત બ�યા છતાં
પણ તેઓ એમ કહેતા હતા કે હુ�  પહેલા એક �શ�ક છુ અને
પછ� જ રા�પ�ત..
ત�વ�ાન ના �ન�ણાત ડો સવ�પ�લી રાધાકૃ�ણએ �ફલોસોફ�
ના અ�યાપક તર�કે પોતાની કારક�દ�ની શ�આત કર� હતી.
તેઓ એક ઉ�મ લેખક પણ હતા. તેમના �વ�યાથ�ઓ તેમના
હાથ નીચે તૈયાર થઇ અને �ૂબ આગળ વ�યા હતા.
�વ�યાથ� ઓ નો આદશ� હતા ડો સવ�પ�લી રાધાકૃ�ણ...
...આથી જયારે તેઓ ભારતના રા�પ�ત બ�યા �યારે તેમના
�વ�ાથ�ઓ �ારા તેમના જ�મ�દવસની ઉજવણી કરવા તે�ના
જ�મ�દવસને �શ�ક�દન તર�કે ઊજવવા�ંુ �ૂચન કરા�ુ હ�ંુ.
ડો. રાધાકૃ�ણનને તેમના સેવાકાય� માટે કેટલાક ���ટશ અને
ભારતીય ઈલકાબોથી સ�મા�નત કરવામાં આ�યા હતા. 
1954 મા તેમની ભારત ર�ન થી પણ સ�મા�નત કરવામાં
આ�યા. .તેમની કારક�દ� મા તેમને મળેલ ઇનામ ની રકમ
પણ તેમણે �શ�ણ માટે સહાયમા આપી દ�ધી.આમ તેમની
મહાનતા તો શ�દો મા �યકત કર� શકાય એમ નથી. તેમણે
સમાજ મા �શ�ક �ુ મહ�વ �ૂબ વધા�ુ� છે.।"नमोऽ�तु गुरवे
त�मै इ�देव �व��पणे।य�य वागमृतं ह��त �वषं संसार
सं�कम्।।" એ�લે વાણી�પી અ�ૃત થી સંસારના બધા જ
ઝેર નો નાશ થાય છે એવા �ુ� ને નમ�કાર છે અને એવા
�ુ� ઇ� દેવ �ુ �વ�પ મનાય છે. શા��ો માં પણ ક�ુ છે કે
જે �ુ� ની કૃપા હોય તો યોગીજનો ને પણ દુલ�ભ વૈકુ� ઠની
�ા�તી થાય છે. 
 એક �શ�ક મા જ એ તાકાત છે કે જે પોતાના �વ�યાથ� ને
સ�ૃ��ધના �શખરે પહ�ચાડ� શકે છે અને ઇ�તહાસ માં એવા
અનેક દાખલા પણ છે. અ�યાર નો સમય ઓન લાઇન
�શ�ણ નો સમય કહેવાય છે. ��ટન�ટ પર જોઇતી 

 માહ�તી �ણ વાર મા આપણ ને મળ� �ય છે.. પર� �ુ �ંુ
ઓનલાઇન �શ�ણ નો આ �યાપ એ �ુ� ના મહ�વ ને થોડુ
પણ ઓછુ�  કર� શકશે...ના...બીલકુલ નહ�...��ટરનેટ તમને
માહ�તી આપશે. 
પર� �ુ એક �વ�યાથ� ને �ાન સાથે કેળવણી પણ આપવાની
છે, તેમના માં ચા�ર�ય �ુ ઘડતર પણ કરવા�ંુ છે અને �યારે
�ુ� �સવાય બીજો કોઇ જ �વક�પ નથી.
અ�યારે કોરોના ના સમય મા �યારે ઓન લાઇન �શ�ણ
હવે ફર�જયાત થઇ ગ�ુ છે �યા �શ�કો પણ જુદ� જુદ�
ઓનલાઇન એ�લીકેશન �વારા �વ�ાથ� ઓ સાથે સંપક�  મા
રહ� અને �શ�ણ આપી ર�ા છે. �શ�કો અમારા માટે જે
મહેનત અને અમને �ાન આપી ર�ા છે એ�ુ તો કોઇ મોલ
થાય એમ નથી. કોરોના ની કપર� પ�ર��થ�ત મા પણ અમારા
�શ�કો ની આ અથાગ મહેનતે અમને �વ�ા �પી અ�ૃીત
માંથી વં�ચત  નથી રા�યા. તેઓ �ુ �નય�મત �પે મળ�ુ
માગ�દશ�ન અને હકારા�મક ભાવ અમને હ� મેશા બળ �ુ�
પાડ� ર�ા છે. 
સમય સાથે ભલે ગમે એવો બદલાવ �વીકાય� હોય તો પણ
�ુ� �શ�ય ની �ણાલી માં �ારેય બદલાવ ના હોવો
જોઇએ. ઓન લાઇન �શ�ણ �વીકારવાનો વાંધો જ નથી
પણ, �ુ� હ� મેશા સમાજ માં માન ની નજર થી જ જોવાય
એ �થા હજુ �વંત રાખવી છે. આજે દરેક �વ�યાથ� ની એ
ફરજ છે કે પોતાના �ુ� ની આમ�યા �ળવે. તેમના �વારા
મળ� રહેલ અ�ૂ�ય �વ�ા �ુ �ૂ�ય �ૂકવ�ુ તો અશ�જ છે
પણ આપણે એવા ઉ�મ અને સ�ળ �વ�યાથ� બની ને
બતાવ�ુ છે કે આપણા �શ�કોને ગવ� ની અ�ુ�ૂ�ત
થાય..અંત મા �ુ� �ી ચાણ� �ુ એક �વધાન યાદ આવે
છે...�શ�ક કભી સાધારણ નહ� હોતા, �લય ઔર �નમા�ણ
ઉસ ક� ગોદ મે ખેલતે હૈ. આજે મારા દરેક �ુ� ને મારા શત
શત વંદન છે...અ��ુ..

          By : Tirth Bhatt  8-C
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गु� वही जो �जना सीखा दे 
आपक� आपसे पहचान करा  दे 
तराश दे हीरे क� तरह तुमको 

��नया के रा�तो पे चलना सीखा दे 
कर दे  कायाक�प तु�हारा 

सच और झूठ से साकार करा दे 
हमेशा �दखाए वो स�ा माग� तु�हे 
तु�हे एक अ�ा इंसान बना दे 

मु��कल� से लड़कर आगे बढ़ जाओ तुम 
तु�हे वो इतना समझदार बना दे 

बता दे  वो तु�हे जीत जाना ही सब कुछ नह� 
हैट कर जीत जाने का ��र सीखा दे 

गु� वही जो �जना सीखा दे 
आपक� आपसे पहचान करा  दे 

 

�हना पुरलीया 
क�ा: १२ - बी 

 

Dev Parmar  - 9 A
Mourya  -  11 A
Prem Sagar Reddy  - 9 A
Smit Sonar  - 9 C

Photography Credits to:
 

1.
2.
3.
4.

 
From the tips of my fingers,

To the middle of my heart,
I wanted to thank you.

From my kindergarten start,
To learn and play you taught to add and

multiply,
No matter the years that soon shall pass,

I will never forget our time in class
I came into your class to learn and to grow

But has touched me the most
Is the love you have shown?

I send you on to read some more,
There’s more to read it’s true
You’ll always be a part of me

I be a part of you
Thank you for being my life’s role model

There are seed that you planted
Years ago, that is now coming into
Bloom l’d reveal to you the young

Mind that expanded under your care
The hearts that are serving others

Because they had you as their role model
I want to be like u

Well-informed and easy to understand
Thinking with your heart as well as your head

Gently nudging us to do our best
With sensitivity and insight----

I want to be like you
Giving your time, energy and talent

To ensure the brightest future possible
for each of us

For giving us a goal to shoot for ----
I want to be like you

I send you on to read some more,
There’s more to read its true,
You’ll always be a part of me

I’ll be a part of you
Thank you and Happy Teacher’s day

 
 

                                              By: Viha Mihir Bhatt

Be Like You
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Charmi Chauhan
11-B

Won Gold medal in 
skating at

 National Level
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દર વષ�ની જેમ આ વષ� પણ ગાંધીનગરની ��ત��ત શાળા
સ�ટ ઝે�વયસ�માં �શ�ક�દનની  ઉજવણી ધામ�ૂમથી
કરવામાં આવી હતી. વત�માન પ�ર��થ�તને �યાનમાં રાખીને
ઓફલાઇનની સાથે સાથે ઓનલાઇન આ પવ�ની ઉજવણી
કરવામાં આવી હતી. જેમાં શાળાના આચાય��ી ફાધર
અ�લ એસ.જે, સી�ટર એવ�લન, સી�ટર �દ�પકા,
�ુપરવાઇઝર માશ�લ મેડમ, સવ� �શ�ક�મ�ો તથા શાળા
પ�રવારના તમામ સ�યો ઉપ��થત ર�ા હતા. સમ�
કાય��મ�ંુ �ુકાન ઉ�ચતર મા�ય�મક �વભાગની
�વ�ાથ�નીઓએ સંભાળેલ હ�ંુ. કાય��મની શ�આત �ંુદર
�ાથ�ના�ૃ�ય �ારા કરવામાં આવી હતી. આ પવ� પર
�વ�ાથ�ઓએ ઓનલાઇન તથા ઓફલાઇન શાળાના
�શ�કો માટે �વ�વધ �ૃ�યો, ગીતો, �ુભે�છા આપતા
વ�ત�યો તથા સંદેશ રજૂ કય� હતા. 
જેમાં ��.�ાયમર� થી લઈને ઉ�ચ�ર મા�ય�મક �વભાગના
�વ�ાથ�ઓ જોડાયા હતા. �વ�ાથ�ઓ �ારા બનાવેલ
�ંુદર કાડ�સ તથા �ુ�પો આપીને સવ� �શ�કો�ુ સ�માન
કરવામાં આ��ંુ હ�ંુ.

 
Tirth felicitated Fr.Arul, Fr.Yowan, Br.Viju,
Sr.Avelin, Sr.Deepika and Marshal Mam with
greeting cards(Handmade).  
Tirth Bhatt of std 8th C delivered on
astounding speech on teacher’s day and it was
breathtaking. All our Pri-Primary, Primary and
high school teacher’s were honoured and
felicitated by a beautiful card and a red rose.
Hard work of our cultural committee for
preparing the cards. Also, our primary teacher
Miss Licy Joy touched our hearts by her speech
on Teacher’s Day.
           We all were so much inspired when we
heard awakening speech by our principal,
Rev.Fr.Arul and explained the importance of
striving hard to achieve something in life by an
example of Crow and Eagle. The program
ended with a vote of thanks by our high school
teacher Mrs.Leena Micheal. Thereafter, staff
photos were taken near Xavier’s Plaza.

                       Ms. Sajani Johnson
                          Primary Teacher

5th September is the day we honour our
teachers in India for their significant work.
We celebrate teacher’s day in memory of Dr.
Sarvapalli Radhakrishana.
 Teacher’s Day was celebrated on 4th Sept
2021 in St.Xavier’s School, Gandhinagar to
honour all our beloved teachers. We had
Fr.Yowan and Br.Viju as our guests.
Teacher’s Day celebration was also
conducted online for our dear students
using Zoom platform so that they too can be
a part of the celebration in this pandemic
period.
 Maanya Patel and Sadiya Shiakh students of
higher secondary section had anchored the
program. Our program began with a prayer
dance performed by our high school
students. There after Jane tr had delivered a
beautiful speech on Teacher’s day. Primary
and high school students showed their love
and respect for their teachers in various
forms like videos, songs, dance, poem
recitation etc.  Trisha soni of Std 4th B
Performed an amazing dance on Guru
Brahma Guru Vishnu Trisha and 

 શાળાના આચાય��ી ફાધર અ�લે �વ�ાથ��વનમાં લ�ય તથા
�ૂ�યો�ંુ મહ�વ સમ�વતો અસરકારક સંદેશ આપી સવ� �શ�ક�ીઓ
તથા �વ�ાથ�ઓને પવ� �ન�મતે �ુભે�છા પાઠવી હતી. �ુબ જ ટૂ�ક
સમયમાં વત�માન પ�ર��થ�તમાં �ડ�જટલ મા�યમ �ારા સમ� કાય��મને
શાળાના �વ�ાથ�ઓ, �ુપરવાઇઝર માશ�લ મેડમ, ક�ચરલ ક�મ�ટના
સ�યો, ક���ુટર ટ�ચસ� તથા સમ� �શ�ક�મ�ોએ સફળ બના�યો
હતો. જેમાં મોટ� સં�યામાં �વ�ાથ�ઓ તથા વાલીગણે જોડાઇને આ
પવ�ને �ંુદર ર�તે ઉજ�યો હતો. અ��ુ.

Ms. Leena Mehta
High School Teacher



   A Xavierite Is a Person For Others     

“Lives of great men all remind us
We can make our lives sublime”

 How apt indeed, to recall this verse as we
dedicate this ‘Vox’(The Voice of Xavier’s) to the
stalwarts of the Jesuit Community- St Francis
Xavier and St Ignatius of Loyola whose 500 years
of conversion of heart, we are celebrating this
year. This Vox is a reflection of the vision, goals
and sentiments of our school, which is a much –
lauded Jesuit institution of education. 
 But vision without action is like a castle in the
air, while vision with action leads to change. Our
school trains its students for a globalized society,
in no way jeopardize the good of others. The goal
is not only to reach academic excellence but to
cater to the all-round development that is
excellence in sports, co-curricular activities, good
behaviour and social concern. In fact, it
encourages the students to go out towards the
less privileged. In short it aims to make our
students, ‘Person for others’.
 The Jesuit education system is one such arena
where a student gets the opportunity to develop
not only as a student but also grow as a human
being and a successful career person. The aim of
this institution is to make a student, a person on
a mission with vision and to in still the motto, ‘A
Xavierite is a person for others.

 Ms. Rita Minj
 High School Teacher
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JEA and JEAG secretaries visit 

We had a special guest in our St. Xavier’s
Campus on 7th September and it was indeed
a joy to welcome Rev. Father John Ravi S.J,
Secretary Jesuit Educational Association in
South Asia. It was our privilege to listen to
him. He was accompanied by Fr Francis
Macwan S.J (JEAG) A Special meeting was
organized at the quadrangle to interact with
the staff of our school, and it was indeed a
productive interaction as Rev. Fr John Ravi
spoke about the realities of life during the
pandemic and the role of a teacher during
these times. He mentioned that the extended
pandemic and school closures have changed
the role of teachers. Virtually every home has
become a classroom and pedagogical
adaptations have proven to be pivotal as the
traditional lecturing in person does not
translate to a remote learning environment.
He dialogued with the staff with thought
provoking questions such as, what are the
lessons that the pandemic has taught us?
What is truly important in our lives? How
should we value and cherish one another?
What is the importance of faith in God in our
lives? He emphasized on the need for
interdependence and cooperation of each
other to move on during these difficult times.
He also inaugurated the DIGITAL WING of our
school. It is a platform to promote technology
in education. It will also identify digital
talents among the students and encourage
them to grow and bear fruit. This Platform
was conceived and developed by our principal
Fr. Arul Rayan S.J. Fr Francis Macwan S.J.
released a monthly newsletter of the school
“Voice of Xavier’s” (VOX) 

Ms. Leena Michal
High School Teacher
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Our Teacher and students chanting
Sanskrit slogans on Sanskrit Day 
 Celebration in our school.

Digital Wing Committee

Fr. Arul Rayan SJ Ms. Marshal Xavier Ms. Disha Sharma

Ms. Shaila Joshi Ms. Sudita Dabhi Ms. Khushbu Darji Ms. Beena Desai

Sr. Deepika Pachalkar CCV


